Office of the Chief Executive Officer
Tripura Livestock Development Agency.
Astabal, Agartala.


Notice Inviting Tender (NIT) for purchase of 216000 nos of ear tag and 940 nos of ear tag applicator for the purpose of identification of animal in milk with Unique Identification (UID) in the state of Tripura during the year 2017-18.

On behalf of the Governor of Tripura, tender in sealed cover super scribed as ‘Tender for purchase of 216000 nos of Ear Tag and 940 nos of Ear Tag applicator for the purpose of identification of animal in milk with Unique Identification (UID) in the state of Tripura during the year 2017-18’ is invited from the manufacturer/supplier having the Frame work Agreement under NDPI keeping In conformity with the technical specification as given below.

### Technical details of the Item-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | Ear Tag | 1. Allocated 12 digit number to print: – To be allocated by NDDB to the vendor.  
2. Description: The ear tag composed of two parts (male + female). The male part is button with diameter of 27 mm (+2mm). The male part should have metal point. The size of the female piece should be comprised between 55 x 65 mm and 58x69 mm with closed head.  
3. Raw material: The tag should be made from Thermoplastic Polyurethane Elastomer ( ether grade) material that should be resistant to ultraviolet light , high & low temperature ,impossible to re-open by wrench and should be tempr proof. The manufacturer should provide documentation from independent and recognized sources to demonstrate the non resolvability of its tag.  
4. Weight: The weight of the ear tag (male+ female) should be 8 gms (+ 10%)  
5. Printing (Laser) :  
   1st line: A row of 6 digit, 9mm high (+1 mm).  
   2nd line: One dimensional Barcode with encoding 128,9mm high (+1mm)  
   3rd line: A row of 6 digits, 17 mm high (+1mm).  
Numbers and bar code should be printed on female tag and leaving minimum 2 mm margin on all sides.  
The printing must be as dark as possible to ensure the readability of the barcode over the years.  
The manufacturer/ supplier should provide documentation to demonstrate the readability of its tags over the year.  
6. Colour : the colour of the tag should be lemon yellow.  
7. Packing: In order to manage the tag inventory the ear tag should be packed in batches of 100 pieces in good quality polyethylene bag indicating beginning and ending number and further packed in corrugated box containing 500 pieces of ear tag i.e 5 polyethylene bags each containing 100 pieces of ear tag.  
8. Ear tag test report :a) Ether Grade Test Report will be required to be provided at the time of supply ( Finished good)  
b) Manufacturer test certificate should be attached with the proposal ( Raw material) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Technical specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2     | Ear Tag Applicator | 1. The applicator must not require significant force or manipulation to affix the tag to the ear. It must be easy to use, robust, work effectively with the tag and affix the tag permanently.  
2. Equipment should conform to BIS/ISO 9001:2008 certification standards.  
3. Compatible universal applicator.  
4. Having deep jaw making proper placement of tag easier.  
5. Grip designed to ease hand fatigue from repeated use.  
6. Easy replacement applicator pin located in handle.  
7. Applicator must be compatible with the ear tag.  
8. The applicator and its pin should be reliable for mass tagging.  
9. To prevent against field condition each applicator should be supplied with 3 nos of extra pin.  
10. To protect the pin over time and transport condition, the applicator must have locker.  
11. Each ear tag applicator should be supplied with brochure having methodology for application of ear tag.  
12. The instruction must be clear, easy to follow in the English language and cover the following issue -  
a) use of applicator.  
b) Method of insertion of tag. |

The details of terms & conditions of NIT will be available from the office of the undersigned on all working days from 11 AM to 4 PM till 06 November, 2017 and also in the websites of Tripura - www.tripurainfo.com/www.tender.gov.in/www.udltripura.nic.com and www.tripurastateportal.in/.

The tender will be published in 2 national daily also.

The last day of receipt of the tender is 14th November’ 2017 (up to 4 PM).

The tender is to be addressed to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Tripura Livestock Development Agency (TLDA), Astabal, Agartala, Tripura (West), Pin-799001 through speed post/registered post/courier service.

The tenders will be opened on 15th November’2017 at 3 PM.

All the intending tenderer if he or she wishes may remain present during the opening session of the tender.

The CEO reserves the right to accept or reject any tender without assigning any reasons at any stage.

(Dr. Manoranjan Sarkar)  
Chief Executive Officer,  
Tripura Livestock Development Agency,  
Tripura Agartala,
TERMS AND CONDITION

1. Tenders received after the aforesaid date & time shall be rejected. The CEO, TLDA shall not be responsible for postal delay.

2. Tenderers should have detail postal address along with phone no. Fax no and e-mail address if any in envelope. The interested bidders / tenderers shall submit the bids in two parts, namely "Financial Bid" and "Technical Bid" in sealed envelope separately. The two envelopes shall be placed inside a large sealed cover and the same may be submitted. The technical bid shall contain all details viz, name of the items/presentation/company & other technical details. The financial bid shall contain only the rates offered by the bidders. While processing, the technical bid will be opened first and eligible bidders meeting requirements will be short listed. Thereafter, financial bids of only short listed bidders will be opened for consideration and the decision of the technical committee in respect of the quality of the product is final.

3. The suppliers must indicate details of the manufacturing firm & proof in support of quality. The bidders should send samples of the quoted items. Without sample the bid will not be opened. In case of selected items the sample will be retained by TLDA and sent to the receiving end of TLDA for determining the similarity in supplied items to that of sample. If any dissimilarity is found, the item will not be received. In case of the unsuccessful bidders the samples should be taken back by the concerned bidder at their own cost within 60 days from the date of opening of tender.

4. The Ear Tag shall be supplied within 40(forty) days from the date of issue of the supply order. A penalty @ 1% on the total value of the supply order shall be charged for every week or part of delay beyond the stipulated date of supply. However, relaxation will be entertained only in special circumstances like natural calamity or any other situation beyond human control. In case of failure to supply the ordered items in full within the stipulated period, the earnest money shall be forfeited without further correspondence. The earnest money will be released after completion of the total supply. The Govt. will not consider any enhancement of rate within the validity period of contract except imposition of any levy or increase in existing levy. Such request will lead to cancellation.

5. After acceptance of rate if the bidder refuses to carry out the terms and conditions of tenders and not interested to do the work it will be reported to the appropriate authority.

6. The rates should be typed and quoted both in figures and words in INR. The rate should be quoted inclusive of GST.

7. Price should be quoted inclusive of charge with FOR delivery at the store of TLDA, Astabal, Agartala. Tripura West Dist.

8. The Payment of successful tenderer shall be made by bill basis, only after completion of the supply of items as ordered for. No advance payment will be entertained.

9. The Yearly requirement of item may likely to be increased or decreased. The supply order shall be issued once or in phase manner.
10. The self attested copy of the following documents with current validity should be submitted along with the tender:-
   (a) PAN card.
   (b) Up to date trade license certificate of the bidder for sale or supply of the Ear tag & Ear tag Applicator.
   (c) GST certificate.
   (d) Quality assurance certificate of the manufacturer from ISO/BIS as applicable.
   (e) Authorisation of the supplier by the manufacturing firm.
   (f) Framework Agreement for supply of Ear Tag & Ear Tag applicators under NDPI.

11. In case of any complain or doubt regarding the quality of the item supplied, the same will be sent to any State/ Central Government testing laboratories. If the report deviates from the specification the payment of bill will be withheld.

12. The rate will remain valid for one year from the date of acceptance.

13. The CEO, TLDA, Astabal, Agartala reserves the right to reject at any stage or accept any tender in part or full without showing any reason whatsoever.

14. The legal interpretation is restricted to jurisdiction of Agartala, Tripura.

(Dr. Manoranjan Sarkar)
Chief Executive Officer
Tripura Livestock Development Agency
Agartala, Tripura.